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 HOW CAN WE HELP YOU?

	SwRI Fire Info


+1 210 522 2311




We have one of the world’s largest organizations dedicated to fire research and testing. We offer multidisciplinary fire and explosion testing and research services, including consultation, listing and labeling, third party sampling and inspections, and engineering and scientific solutions to fire and explosion problems. We study fire dynamics, developing unique engineering and scientific resources for the resolution of fire and explosion safety issues, serving both government and commercial clients in the construction, transportation, chemical and petrochemical, nuclear, and telecommunications industries. We provide high-quality and timely services to evaluate and mitigate fire- and explosion-related hazards for our clients.
Fire Testing Services
Find specific fire testing services here:
	IMO Testing
	Standard Fire Testing

Fire Research Services
Learn more about fire research here:
	Fire Research & Engineering

Access the Accreditation and Certification page to peruse the Fire Technology Department’s scope of accreditation and accrediting organizations.
For questions about this testing, please contact Fire-Info at +1 210 522 2311.
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 Accreditation & Certification
 
 
Accredited, certified and recognized as an independent testing laboratory and/or inspection agency
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 Fire Research & Engineering
 
 
Providing multidisciplinary fire and explosion testing, consultation, listing and labeling, third-party sampling and inspection
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 Fire Testing
 
 
Developing custom tests and solutions for a wide range of fire and explosion problem
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 Listing, Labeling & Follow-Up Inspections
 
 
Ensuring products, materials and assemblies meet specified requirements and performance
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 Standard Tests
 
 
Conducting a wide range of standard fire tests in accordance with strict standard methods
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